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Abstract:

In this talk I present two bundling problems in service systems. The first is motivated by the common practice of amusement parks to sell multiple rides as a whole at a single price: customers either purchase the bundle or do not purchase at all. This pricing scheme is in contrast to a la carte pricing, under which the service provider sets a separate price for each service, and customers can choose which service to purchase, if any. The existing theory generally sees bundling as more lucrative, pointing to bundling's ability to reduce customer valuation dispersion and thus enable surplus extraction. However, we find that the prescriptive guidelines from the existing theory can be reversed in service settings that involve congestion-prone delays. Specifically, bundling fails to make more revenue than a la carte when the market size is large or customers are highly delay-sensitive. The second model is motivated by the practice of restaurants to offer either a la carte or set menus, or both, and prepare placed orders in the same kitchen. Correspondingly, we consider a service firm that manages and prices multiple services in a single queue. We identify the service time variability as the key driver of the optimal pricing scheme. When the market size is large, a la carte strictly dominates bundling absent service variability, but is equivalent to bundling under service variability, if any.
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